1. Exteriar to be coated with Scultate Companies Standard Damproofing
2. Exception to be in accordance with local and state separation design.
3. Maximum area of Massachusetts Board of Engineers and Planners.
4. Weight per vertical foot=1100 lb.
5. Form=1-1/4ips. Flat top=1-3/8ips.
6. Pour Monolithic Base
9. Minimum thickness to meet or exceed: ASTM C-475 @ AHSO M-1996.

**Design Notes:**

- Mortar connection
- 12" outlet pipe for 45 deg. for 8" inlet pipe
- 8" outlet pipe
- Drain
- 12" outlet pipe
- PVC vent

**Specifications:**

- Concrete = 4,000 psi minimum cement per A经历-C, 478 (6.1)
- Manufacturing to meet or exceed: ASTM C-475 @ AHSO M-1996.
- Reinforced steel conforms to latest ASRM A 196 spcification.
- Reinforced steel to meet or exceed ASRM-C-475 @ AHSO M-1996.